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ously.    This activity necessitates ability to spell the
used, and incidentally motivates instruction in spelling.
Instruction in spelling should, first of all, be individual-
ized and given in response to a felt need. It is fitting and
natural that pupils should be initiated by learning to spell
the words they will want to use. To make note of the words
individual children need to know how to write is one of the
best ways of building spelling lists appropriate to the mental
maturity of each pupil. Such lists may be supplemented and
checked by standardized lists based upon scientific studies
of words most frequently used in writing and those most
frequently misspelled.20
The successful speller, as described in one investigation,21
was systematic in his attack on words, looked discriminately
at words, re-enforced his first impression by visualizing and
vocalizing the words, and checked the accuracy of his spell-
ing against the study list. He was eager to study and en-
joyed it, concentrated well, showed good motor control, was
good at writing, and showed initiative. The poor speller,
on the contrary, lacked self-direction and initiative, a sys-
tematic method of attack and organization. He tended to
be careless and indifferent, and habitually mispronounced
words. Diagnostic and remedial methods help to detect
specific spelling deficiencies and possible causes of the diffi-
culties.22
During this age period children may be expected not only
to increase the number of words they can spell correctly but
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